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ABSTRACT

1

Precision psychiatry is a new research field that uses advanced
data mining over a wide range of neural, behavioral, psychological,
and physiological data sources for classification of mental health
conditions. This study presents a computational framework for
predicting sleep efficiency of insomnia sufferers. A smart band
experiment is conducted to collect heterogeneous data, including
sleep records, daily activities, and demographics, whose missing
values are imputed via Improved Generative Adversarial Imputation
Networks (Imp-GAIN). Equipped with the imputed data, we predict
sleep efficiency of individual users with a proposed interpretable
LSTM-Attention (LA Block) neural network model. We also propose
a model, Pairwise Learning-based Ranking Generation (PLRG), to
rank users with high insomnia potential in the next day. We discuss
implications of our findings from the perspective of a psychiatric
practitioner. Our computational framework can be used for other
applications that analyze and handle noisy and incomplete timeseries human activity data in the domain of precision psychiatry.

Insomnia is a common psychiatric illness that can decrease quality
of life.1 Approximately 30 percent of people from different countries
report to suffer from one or more of the symptoms of insomnia [26].
Research has shown that various factors including sleep irregularity,
excessive coffee or alcohol, lack of physical activity, and nap can
aggravate symptoms of insomnia. Therefore, insomnia sufferers
may each exhibit different behavioral characteristics even though
their exposed symptoms might be similar.
Recently, precision psychiatry has emerged as a new concept. In
precision psychiatry, individual variability, such as the genetic information, neural circuits, individual characteristics, medical codes
and electronic health records (EHR) are carefully considered to
collectively arrive at a diagnosis, treatment plan, and prediction of
prognosis [10, 15]. Its premise is that jointly analyzing heterogeneous data sources can yield more accurate classification of major
psychiatric illnesses than manual classification like the Diagnostic
and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM) and International
Classification of Diseases (ICD) [8].
For insomnia sufferers, different biological and behavioral characteristics can affect the maintenance of symptoms. While genetic
and neuroimaging data are costly to collect, behavioral and sleep
records are becoming accessible. Despite the potential, less effort
has been paid to utilizing the everyday behavioral information for
helping treat high-risk patients regarding sleep disorders, which is
the main contribution of this work. This work demonstrates how
data gathered from popular wearable devices like smart bands can
be used to learn insomnia patterns and predict sleep quality. We
conducted a 6-week long experiment with 50 participants wearing Fitbit2 to gather time series data describing both daily sleep
and behavioral records. In utilizing heterogeneous data sources,
a challenge arises due to data consistency because human wearable devices are likely subject to various noise and biases largely
due to missing data (e.g., people forgetting to wear devices or battery runs out) [19]. Therefore, prior to building a holistic model
of sleep quality, we treat data consistency problem by proposing
an advanced technique called Improved Generative Adversarial
Imputation Network. We then develop two use cases in learning
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INTRODUCTION

1 Insomnia is defined by the presence of an individual’s report of difficulty with sleep.
This may involve clinical diagnosis as well as self-diagnosis based on a general question,
“Do you have difficulty falling or staying asleep?”
2 A smart band that tracks daily activities and sleep behaviors. www.fitbit.com/charge2
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Figure 1: Overall architecture of this paper. We collect data via smart bands (Fitbit Charge 2), followed by missing data imputation by an improved GAIN model. Then we predict future sleep efficiency of users via a proposed interpretable LSTM-Attention
model. We also find future high insomnia users via ranking prediction with sequential and interaction feature learning.
sleep quality as below (Fig. 1). Note that codes developed for this
work can be accessed via GitHub.3
• Predicting and interpreting sleep efficiency. Predicting
sleep efficiency is one of the crucial tasks in determining
the quality of sleep, which can benefit both clinicians and
insomnia suffers [7]. In such prediction, it is important to
find the root cause of any sleep related dysfunction. Since
tonight’s sleep is affected by previous day(s)’ sleep and activities [3, 16], an interpretable model of sleep efficiency could
help develop interventions that are more appropriate in precision psychiatry. The model we present, LSTM-Attention
Model, can be used by psychiatrists to diagnose personalized
interventions and treatments for insomnia sufferers.
• Ranking users with high insomnia risk. Another important problem that we address is ranking users with high
insomnia potential in the next day. Compared to estimating
the absolute sleep efficiency value itself, a ranking model
would be useful for individuals to manage day-to-day symptoms [22, 23]. The model we present, Pairwise Learningbased Ranking Generation (PLRG), can effectively rank users
so that individuals with high insomnia risk can be identified.
Several previous research has also predicted sleep efficiency from
wearable device data. One study [20] used a k-nearest neighbor
classifier to predict changes in sleep-related features while other
studies [28] used machine- and deep-learning techniques to classify
sleep quality. These studies mainly concentrated on classification
accuracy and could not gain enough interpretability due to blackbox models. Although a recent study leveraged deep learning techniques to analyze sleep behaviors [27], their aim was at predicting
sleep stages based on human polysomnogram signal data that is
costly and hard to access.
Contributions. We have developed a deep-learning model that
achieves higher prediction performance as well as detailed interpretation compared to other explainable machine learning models, with
well generated originally missed data. We successfully predicted
not only the absolute value of sleep efficiency (by a proposed LSTMAttention Ensemble model) but also the ranks of high insomnia-risk
users (by a proposed Pairwise Learning-based Ranking Generation
model), thereby providing a tool in routinely managing insomnia
patients in a robust way. While outperforming existing baselines
and state-of-the-arts, our model is also interpretable and brings two
major insights: (a) insomnia sufferers mainly exhibit two different
periodic rhythms of sleeping, 5 days- and weekly-basis, and (b) both
most recent 1-2 days and periodic sleep habits can significantly
shape the predictability of sleep efficiency.
3 https://github.com/Sungwon-Han/Learning-Sleep-Quality-from-Daily-Logs

Table 1: List of data gathered from the smart bands.
Feature

Description

Mean±SD

Modality 1: Sleep Behavior (Source: Fitbit)
sleep_start_time
sleep_end_time
onbed_min
sleep_min
sleep_efficiency
awaken_min
awaken_moments
nap_min_per_day
nap_freq_per_day

Time when a user goes to bed
Time when a user gets out of bed
Total time duration of staying on bed
Total time duration of actual sleep
sleep_min / onbed_min
Total time duration of wake ups during sleep
Total frequency of waking up during sleep
Total time duration of naps per day
Total frequency of naps per day

02:45:55±149.4 min
09:48:28±156.3 min
422.55±126.55 min
368.78±111.51 min
0.87±0.048
53.59±26.41 min
24.08±13.13
24.08±55.81 min
0.20±0.44

Modality 2: Daily Activity (Fitbit)
calorie_consume
active_calorie
walks
distance
stairs
active_ratio

Total calories consumed per day
Total calories consumed from activities
Total footstep counts per day
Total distance a user moves per day
Total frequency a user takes per day
Total moving time wearing a device

2339.3±618.7 kcal
993.5±547.3 kcal
9889±5013 steps
6.92±3.56 km
13.08±12.04
0.24±0.11

Modality 3: Personal Demographic (Survey)
age
gender
BMI
ISI

Age of the participant
Gender information of the participant
weight / height2
Insomnia severity index (ISI) score

23±2.75 (18∼29)
Female: 54.76%
21.9±3.3 (15.9∼29.3)
18.38±2.20 (15∼23)

While pursuing each analysis we continuously consulted a psychiatrist (the fifth author) to maintain clinical relevance. Steps that
require expert’s perspectives include selecting target variables related to sleep, utilizing heterogeneous behavioral logs to track sleep,
predicting future sleep efficiency through past records, and interpreting the attention results. We tried to conduct clinically-relevant
analyses to gain meaningful insights to help insomnia sufferers.

2

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

This study utilizes experimental data gathered from wearable fitness devices. We recruit participants via posting a call on an online
community of a large university. Since our study focus is insomnia,
we screened recruits based on the test result of the Insomnia Severity Index (ISI), which is a brief instrument designed to assess the
severity of both nighttime and daytime components of insomnia. A
total of 145 students participated in the initial survey, out of whom
we invited 50 participants whose ISI scores were 15 or above (i.e.,
indication of mild to a severe level of insomnia). 45 participants
were moderate insomnia sufferers and 5 were severe suffers based
on the ISI score. The recruited participants were a balanced group
in terms of gender (male : female = 26 : 24) and had similar ages
(average age = 23.24 ± 2.92). Besides the age, gender, and the ISI
index, subjects were asked to report their heights and weights to
calculate the body mass index (BMI). The experiment had been
approved by the institutional review board at the authors’ institute.

Subjects participated in an experiment wearing a smart band. Fitbit Charge 2 model was provided that logged daily activity and sleep
behaviors throughout the experiment period 24/7. The experiment
span a total of six weeks from April 23 to June 3, 2018, and the logs
were sent to a server daily via a mobile application implemented for
this research. The app sent weekly reminders encouraging subjects
to keep the devices charged and on. However, seven subjects failed
to do so for over two consecutive days and one subject lost the
device. We therefore removed their data and used data from the
remaining 42 participants (male:female=19:23, average age = 23.00
± 2.75, 39 moderate sufferers and 3 severe sufferers).
Fitbit reports rich information about one’s sleep. For example,
it tracks the time when a person lied down (on bed) as well as the
predicted time when a person fell asleep. However, Fitbit warns
a possible false report of sleep when a person is not moving but
neither is asleep for long periods of time. Nonetheless, compared to
conventional methods like the Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index (PSQI)
that measures sleep quality and quantity based on self-reported
surveys (e.g., when one goes to bed, how long it takes to fall asleep),
wearable devices can produce more reliable logs on a daily basis.
Table 1 displays the data features gathered. Fitbit reports activity
logs such as the calories consumed, steps walked, total distance
moved, stairs, and etc. While Fitbit logs other data like heart rates,
they are not accessible by API. Three sleep features (REM_sleep,
narrow_sleep, deep_sleep) were excluded from analysis, as they are
known to be significantly less accurate than brain (e.g., electroencephalogram, EEG) monitoring [1, 14]. Instead, sleep_efficiency was
newly added as a feature after consulting a psychiatrist, which
is calculated as the fraction of time dedicated to actual sleep out
of the time spent lying on bed. A psychiatrist also suggested to
utilize two nap-related features including nap_min_per_day and
nap_freq_per_day, because taking a nap can also affect that night’s
sleep conditions. We also introduced a new variable active_ratio that
examines the total fraction of time on any activity (i.e., little, very,
or super) out of all. Consequently, we could get total 24,864 data
points (42 users×42 days×14 behavioral features + 42 users×4 demographic
features) while the proportion of missing data was 2.83%.
The experiment subjects, who all suffer from different degree of
insomnia, showed diverse sleep patterns. Fig. 2 is sample pattern
indicating late sleep hours and irregular naps. It is of great interest
to both insomnia sufferers and clinicians to predict in advance any
onset of severe insomnia. Offline interventions are based on selfreported sleep logs [5], and the rich context of sleep activities has
not been utilized. Data from wearable devices allow clinicians to
investigate the fine-grained sleep activities of insomnia sufferers.
The core question then remains, which sleep-awake pattern will
lead to severe insomnia potential in the near future (i.e., the next
day). We examine the time-series data and consider the entire sequence of activities leading to each sleep event to understand the
nature of sleep, as suggested in [12].

3

MISSING DATA IMPUTATION

We aim at imputing the collected Fitbit data so that the missing values can be correctly recovered. As mentioned earlier, missing data is
one of the primary challenges in utilizing data from human wearable
n be
devices. Given there are n users and d data fields, let X = {xi }i=1

Figure 2: Two-day sleep record of an insomnia sufferer indicating an irregular sleep-awake pattern of Participant #10.

the data set with d features. At a pre-processing step, one can use
a certain input transformation function h j to normalize all values
of each feature j (1 ≤ j ≤ d). It can be represented by X̃ = {x̃ i j },
where x̃ i j = h j (x i j ). The missing and known values are specified by
the following sets: M = {(i, j) : entry x i j is missing, 1 ≤ j ≤ d}
and N = {(i, j) : entry x i j is known, 1 ≤ j ≤ d}. The general
objective of missing data imputation here is to find a real-valued
generative function f to impute all missing values x i j ∈ M so that
each imputed value x̄ i j = f (x i j ) are close to the corresponding
realistic but hidden value x̂ i j . Our goal is to find f that minimizes
Í
the mean absolute error (MAE): minf (i, j)∈M (x̂ i j − x̄ i j ) /∥M ∥.
We leverage the state-of-the-art missing data imputation method,
Generative Adversarial Imputation Nets (GAIN) [30], to implement
the generative function f . GAIN imputes missing values based on
the well-known Generative Adversarial Network (GAN) [17]. The
reason that we choose GAIN is two-fold. One is that GAIN had
been validated to outperform several strong missing data imputation methods, such as MICE, MissForest and AutoEncoder, in
a variety of real benchmark datasets. The other is that GAIN is
robust to various missing rates, the number of samples, and the
feature dimensionality. Despite the powerful imputation capability
of GAIN, we still find some unreasonable imputation results. GAIN
could generate: (a) sleep_end_time earlier than sleep_start_time. (b)
negative imputed values, which are unreasonable for all of our
features. (c) too large or too small feature values that are supposed
to have reasonable ranges of values.
To deal with these issues, we propose to perform post-processing
for the imputed values from GAIN. For each feature j, we define
a transformation function дj to rescale the imputed values. The
rescaling function дj is devised to shift and scale the range of imputed values such that they fall into the maximum and minimum
values of each feature j in the observed data. Such action is to not
only ensure no negative imputed values, but also make the imputed
values follow the reasonable distribution as the observed data. In
addition, it is generally believed that a proper pre-processing for
the input observed data can also benefit the imputation. Hence,
we define the input transformation function h j using minimummaximum rescaling. The final imputed value x̄ i j of input x i j can
be represented by x̄ i j = дj (f (h j (x i j ))).
Evaluation. To examine the effectiveness of our improved GAIN
method, we randomly split the original non-missing data records
into 80% observed (training) data and 20% missing (testing) data so
that we have ground truth for evaluation. 5-fold cross validation is
conducted. We use Mean Absolute Error (MAE) of original feature
values as the metric. Several competing methods are employed,
including the original GAIN (Ori-GAIN) without input and output
transformation, User Average (User-Avg) (averaging all of previous
values per feature for each user), and k-Nearest Neighbor (KNN).

Table 2: Results in MAE by various imputation methods.

sleep_start_time
sleep_end_time
sleep_min
sleep_efficiency
awaken_min
awaken_moments
cal_consume
active_cal
walks
distance
stairs
active_ratio
nap_total_freq
nap_total_time

Imp-GAIN
168.3184
167.1514
80.0195
0.0361
20.9912
7.6124
180.1912
88.1719
522.3213
3.1429
9.4125
0.0419
0.0396
23.1660

Ori-GAIN
211.1669
256.4629
109.7301
0.0525
29.0661
14.5176
200.2923
101.5719
681.3312
4.5291
11.1295
0.1115
0.1937
24.9120

User-Avg
172.8133
226.6629
102.6908
0.0352
20.0440
11.1519
177.6312
89.2217
589.1361
3.1681
6.1956
0.0591
0.0562
21.1410

KNN
249.8450
375.5200
137.9300
0.0419
26.7100
13.4700
201.7417
105.1312
703.5169
8.1796
12.5157
0.0915
0.1449
26.1490

4.1

Sleep Efficiency Prediction

Problem Statement. For precision psychiatry, interpretability
is as important as high predictive power. Given time-series data
of individuals, we are interested in capturing a near future’s sleep
efficiency (i.e., tomorrow) based on the log from the past week.
Here a standard LSTM-based model can be utilized for prediction
and we add a special attention mechanism to make the model
interpretable [4, 11]. LSTM is a derived model of RNN and wellknown for suitable with sequential data such as time-series logs
with relatively well keeping the past memories [21]. This is done in
two phases as illustrated in Fig. 3: first, the LSTM-Attention block
(hereafter LA block) and second, the ensemble of the LA blocks.
We believe high predictability of sleep efficiency is able to boost
the interpretability of our model, which is the main enhancement
comparing to conventional regression approaches.
Phase 1. A 14-dimension multiplex vector combining 8 sleep features and 6 activity features in Table 1 was first constructed. Demographic features are utilized in Phase 2. Note that the onbed_min
feature was excluded due to its strong correlation with other sleep
features. Sequentially connected multiplex vectors v can be treated
as one chunk c: please refer to Table 3 for the notations used in
this section. Let C be a matrix composed of consecutive 8 v vectors.
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MODELS OF SLEEP QUALITY
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….
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We utilize the imputed Fitbit data, along with the survey data, to
develop a holistic model of sleep quality over two use cases.

𝑝ℎ𝑎𝑠𝑒2_ℎ𝑠𝑐 =  𝑝ℎ𝑎𝑠𝑒1_𝑎𝑖𝑐 𝑝ℎ𝑎𝑠𝑒1_ℎ𝑖𝑐

….

The results are shown in Table 2. First, the proposed Imp-GAIN
apparently outperforms the original GAIN. The ratio of average
improvement w.r.t Ori-GAIN is 31%. Second, our Imp-GAIN is also
better than User-Avg. The average improvement ratio w.r.t. UserAvg is 6%. For those features that Imp-GAIN gets worse than UserAvg, their MAE values is close to each other (as highlighted by
underline). The MAE values of Imp-GAIN-imputed features are
lower than those by User-Avg. Hence, in the following analyses,
we use Imp-GAIN to fill missing values of all features except for
sleep_efficiency, cal_consume, stairs, and nap_total_time, which are
imputed by User-Avg.

< LA Block with step-size = 𝑠 >
Data Chunk: c
1 ≤ 𝑐 ≤ 1470

𝑆𝑙𝑒𝑒𝑝_𝐸𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦𝑡𝑐

LA Block with
step-size = 1

𝑝ℎ𝑎𝑠𝑒2_ℎ1𝑐

Misc. Info.
(User Demographic,
Residual, & Input)

𝑝ℎ𝑎𝑠𝑒2_𝑢𝑐

𝑝ℎ𝑎𝑠𝑒2_𝑎1𝑐

Figure 3: Our two-phase sleep efficiency prediction model.

Total 8 days are combined as one window to always include a weekend, where a window slides to the next v that is the next day; e.g.,
v1 , v2 , ..., v8 (denoted as C1 ) and the next day is v2 , and considering
moving one day forward is to have another data C2 = [v2 , ..., v9 ].
We composed the sequence of C per participant to represent individuals’ daily log series. Hence each user will be represented by
35 sets of C (42-8+1=35), which becomes the batch size. The total
number of input C is 1,470 (42users × 35C=1470).
We next introduce LA blocks. LSTM-based models are suitable
for treating sequential data. A block concept is utilized to set different step-size s per LSTM block. This allows us to concatenate
different numbers of v, starting from vtc −1 for predicting tc ’s sleep
efficiency, and therefore, have different Vsc based on s for each block,
as depicted in Fig. 3. The importance of different s per block is related with our ensemble method, which will be described in Phase
2. Concatenating v is an important step, because it reveals which
v (i.e., logs from a specific previous day) affects the most to sleep
efficiency, with attached the attention mechanism inside a block.
We set total 7 LA blocks, and each block has different step-size s
(1≤ s ≤7) respectively. For instance, LA block with s=1 has only
one input of vtc −1 for LSTM and LA block with s=2 has two inputs
of vtc −1 and vtc −1−1 , respectively, and so on for the rest of s.
With respect to the attention mechanism, one literature presented the concept of a query vector (u) to measure the similarity
with the hidden vectors (h) from one previous state [29]. We add
phase1_ucs and set as phase1_ucs = tanh(Vsc Wa1 + ba1 ), where Wa1
and ba1 are trainable parameters. Our model derives the attention
phase1_uc ⊙ phase1_hc

score by calculating the cosine similarity | | phase1_uc s| | phase1_hi c
||
s
i ||
between query vectors phase1_ucs and hidden vectors from LSTM

Table 3: List of notations used in predicting sleep efficiency.
Notation

Definition

v
s
C
c
tc
Vsc
phase1_hci
phase2_hcs
hˆc
phase1_ucs
phase2_uc
phase1_aci
phase2_aci
Wa1 , Wf1
ba1 , bf1
ˆ tc
setc , se

Daily multiplex vector composed by 8 sleep- and 6 activity-related elements
Step-size of a LSTM-attention (LA) block (1≤s ≤7)
Chunk matrix composed by consecutive 8 numbers of v (Each user has 35C)
Order number of C (1≤c ≤1470 for all users)
Day of 8t h v in C with corresponding to c (t 1 =8, tc +1 =tc +1)
Concatenated set of v for the size of s, and updated for every c
i t h hidden vector of LSTM in Phase 1, and updated for every c (1≤i ≤s)
Hidden vector of LSTM weighted by the attention score in LA Block with size s
Hidden vector with weighted by the attention score in Phase 2
Query vector of the attention mechanism in LA Block of size s, updated every c
Query vector of the attention mechanism in Phase 2, and updated for every c
Attention score vector in Phase 1, and updated for every c (1≤i ≤s)
Attention score vector in Phase 2, and updated for every c (1≤i ≤7)
Weight matrix (a1: attention mechanism in Phase 1, f 1: feed-forward network)
Bias (a1: attention mechanism in Phase 1, f 1: feed-forward network in Phase 1)
Given sleep efficiency on tc and predicted sleep efficiency on tc , respectively

phase1_hci . The choice of cosine similarity function prevents the
absolute scales from affecting results. In contrast, if we were to
use dot-product functions such as score(phase1_ucs , phase1_hci ) =
phase1_ucs ⊙ phase1_hci [25], the attention score becomes dependent on the sheer scale of phase1_hci , irrespective of phase1_ucs
and phase1_hci . Then phase1_hci can be computed as phase2_hcs =
Ís
c
c
c
i=1 phase1_ai phase1_hi . Lastly, phase2_hs is going through 1layered feed-forward network and the predicted sleep efficiency
ˆ tc = relu(phase2_hcs Wf1 +
of Phase 1 can be derived as follows: se
bf1 ), where Wf1 and bf1 are trainable parameters. Phase 1 model
is trained via stochastic gradient descent (SGD) technique
with
Í
n

ˆ
(se −se

)2

tc
dropout to minimize the loss function such that minf c =1 tnc
meaning learning a proper objective function f towards minimizing
the mean squared error (MSE) for training and testing loss.
Adding an attention mechanism allows the model to learn global
trends across users. As a result, applying the learned parameters θ
of an objective function f to each user’s chunks will identify the
most crucial previous day for predicting the target night’s sleep
efficiency per calculated s. In the meantime, when learning the attention score vector a, chunks from all users are employed together,
and hence, the learned a is universal to every user. This means
although we could identify the most important previous day to
predict sleep efficiency per user, the latent factors (i.e., a) to derive
that explanation may not distinctively coming from her. In order to
deal with this globally-optimized issue, each user’s personal traits
are included as meta-data on Phase 2 to be more locally-optimized.

Phase 2. The second phase is designed to incorporate the personal
traits in predicting sleep efficiency for better interpretability as well
as to enhance the predictability of our model. The idea of Phase 2 is
two-fold. First, in terms of personalized interpretation, the bottom
part of Fig. 3 shows that a query vector phase2_uc is updated by
the same equation introduced in Phase 1, with miscellaneous information (normalized to become ∈ [0,1], with total 108 dimensions)
for each user. Misc information contains demographic information,
including age, BMI and ISI, and V7c . The dimensionality of V7c is 98
(7v×14features). We also have the residuals derived from Phase 1
(i,e., each seven LA blocks’ minimum loss as described in Phase 1).
Then, we calculate the attention scores via the same way as Phase
1 (i.e., using cosine similarity). In this way, we can expect more

personalized latent factors affect the derived attention scores. Consequently, the attention scores can reveal the hidden characteristics
on each user’s behavioral patterns related to sleep quality.
Second, we have implemented an ensemble method to the attention mechanism. This method can improve the performance and
enhance the robustness of our model, because diverse parameters
θ can be learned from the same data [2, 24]. If we can make our
model be more robust, it would be beneficial in alleviating the effect
of noises, possibly included in the daily Fitbit logs. We can calculate
hˆc from phase2_aci as explained above and phase2_hcs , which was
derived in Phase 1. After hˆc going through 1-layered feed-forward
ˆ tc also can be drawn by using
network, the final sleep efficiency se
the same equation explained in Phase 1. The model of Phase 2 is
trained via SGD from the input of the hidden vectors, which are
pre-trained in Phase 1. For this research we let two models learn
separately (i.e., separate models) rather learn them simultaneously
in an end-to-end manner. In practice, separate models can lower
the model complexity so that they relax any overfitting concerns
(i.e., an end-to-end model can become too complex with the scale
of given data) as well as increase the learning speed.
Evaluation. For training, we utilized the first 28 sequential chunks
(i.e., 80% of data) in chronological order and the remaining (20%)
from the bottom for testing. If the sleep efficiency value is either (a)
missing or (b) has been filled during data imputation for test data,
the chunks containing those data-points were moved to the training
data. Such two settings correspond to two comparing methods.
When training 1,176 chunks (28 chunks×42 users) are used and
when testing 294 (7×42) are used, respectively.
Predicting sleep efficiency. The major hyper-parameters for our
prediction model are as follows: 1) in Phase 1, hidden layer size for
LSTM; 2) in Phase 2, the number of hidden layers and their sizes for
the feed-forward network to generate the query vectors; 3) in Phase
1 and 2, respectively: the size of query vectors and the hidden layer
sizes for the feed-forward network that generates the prediction
results. We tuned the model hyper-parameters by using grid search.
In our experiments, we use AdamOptimizer with learning rate of
10−4 , and set dropout rate of 20%. The list of detailed parameters
including parameters from seven different LA blocks are reported
in the previously designated GitHub page.
As baselines, we have adopted total six existing models: 1) linear,
KNN, and LASSO are used as representatives of regression methods;
2) Random Forest is used as ensemble methods; and 3) RNN and
LSTM as deep-learning methods. We also prepared three different
datasets based on various data imputation methods: 1) Blank: filling
missing data with blank (‘0’) values; 2) Average: filling missing data
with averaging all of previous values per feature for each user; 3)
Imp-GAIN: filling missing data with using the proposed Imp-GAIN
as we introduced at Section 3.
Table 4 displays the performance in Mean Absolution Error
(MAE). Among existing alternatives, linear regressor showed comparatively low MSE. We conjecture this result to be due to the simple
model complexity contemplating the given data size. Measuring
all models including ours, our model using Phase 1 and 2 with the
Imp-GAIN-imputed dataset showed the lowest test loss. In short,
comparing to baselines with the averaging imputation dataset, our

Table 4: Results in MSE by various prediction models.

Table 5: Rank statistics among s using 294 test chunks.

Model

Blank†

Average†

Imp-GAIN†

step-size s

Mean Rank

SD

95%CI

Linear Regressor
KNN Regressor
LASSO Regressor
Random Forest Regressor
Basic RNN
Basic LSTM
Our Model (Phase 1)
Our Model (Phase 1&2)

0.01621
0.00464
0.00521
0.02145
0.00521
0.00521
0.00905
0.00917

0.00152
0.00153
0.00162
0.00164
0.00162
0.00162
0.00140
0.00139

0.00152
0.00153
0.00162
0.00170
0.00162
0.00162
0.00139
0.00138

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

6.0000
7.0000
4.9864
3.9762
1.9116
3.0374
1.0884

0.0000
0.0000
0.1160
0.2250
0.2844
0.1901
0.2844

0.0000
0.0000
0.0133
0.0258
0.0326
0.0218
0.0326

†

Methods of missing data imputation

model with Imp-GAIN can improve MSE around 9%-16%.4 Moreover, we need to emphasize that while our model displayed good
performance, it is also capable of interpreting the underlying causes
affecting the prediction results: linear, KNN, LASSO regressors are
also interpretable but they showed lower performance.
Interpreting user traits based on attention mechanism. Next, We try
to interpret the attention results from our model with Phase 1 as
well as Phase 2. The attention mechanism on Phase 2 is to see what
step-size s would be the most explainable in predicting the target
night’s sleep efficiency, and the attention mechanism on Phase 1
is to see which days are more explainable within the specified s.
Randomly chosen two user cases are presented in Fig. 4, and any
user’s trait can be explained via our attention mechanism. When
observing UserId 8 to predict sleep efficiency values on May 28
and 29 (see Fig. 4(a)(b), the most explainable s were 7 on Phase 2,
and the most explainable days were May 25 (i.e., the third and the
fourth day, respectively from May 28 and May 29). Meanwhile,
UserId 40 had the different most interpretable s=5 and
corresponding attention day May 26 from UserId 8 (see Fig. 4(c)).

Figure 4: Step-size s and day interpretation, ranked from the
attention score: test_chunk=1 (predicting May 28) for (a), (c)
and test_chunk=2 (predicting May 29) for (b).
Although both attention mechanisms are originally developed
to see more personal traits, they can be also used to explore general
sleep patterns. Reporting ranks among s exhibit what time-frame
(i.e., weekly-base) would be the most suitable for predicting sleep
efficiency, in general (Phase 2). For 294 test chunks (7 chunks from
each 42 users), we recorded all ranks among 7 s per chunk then
4 (0.00164-0.00138)/0.00164≈16%,

(0.00152-0.00138)/0.00152≈9%

averaged the recorded ranks per s: the highest number of average
rank among s means the corresponding s is the least important for
predicting whereas the lowest number means the corresponding s is
the most important. Table 5 presented the mean, SD, and 95% confidence interval of averaged rank per s (see the previously designated
GitHub page to check the detailed statistics on the actual attention
scores). Overall, s=7 and s=5 take the first and the second places
that many users are attended on. ANOVA test (F (6, 2051) = 36313,
p<.001) and the post-hoc Tukey’s honest significant difference
(HSD) test (p<.001 for all combinations) confirms the ranks of every
s is statistically different from each others. Next, we investigated
which days are the most crucial within the chosen s in general
(Phase 1), and here are the results when comparing s=3, 5, and 7
by the same way ranking s: (a) inside s=3, the first and the second
ranks go to d-1 (i.e., the most recent day from the target day d) and
d-2; (b) inside s=5, the first and the second ranks go to d-2 and d-3;
(c) inside s=7, the first and the second ranks go to d-4 and d-3.
The derived attention ranks indicate two major trends. The first
is related with s (Phase 2). Most participants have two different
periodic rhythms of sleeping, 5 days- and weekly-basis. The weeklybased pattern is a universal tendency that can be applied to contemporary life, while the 5 days-based pattern might be more distinctive traits for subjects studying in the same university and sharing
similar school-related schedules. The second is related with the
particular days within the certain s (Phase 1). Including more previous days (i.e., increasing s) led to considering logs from further
past days. This phenomenon may imply that it is natural to focus
on recent days if we concern shorter period effects on shaping sleep
quality: it is because sleep is affected much on the recent 1-2 days
of behaviors [13]. When concerning longer period effects, periodic
rhythms may start operating stronger than the effect of recent days.
The current analysis may imply that when developing a physiological or psychological prediction model, it would be more effective to
apply peoples’ periodic behavioral rhythms such as weekly-based
behavioral records than merely seeing the recent logs.

4.2

Insomnia Ranking

Problem Statement. Let ρ i be the insomnia potential of user i ∈ U ,
where U is the set of users. Higher ρ i values indicate that user i has
worse sleep quality. Let si ∈ [0, 1] be the sleep efficiency of user i.
We define insomnia potential based on sleep efficiency: ρ i = 1 − si .
The insomnia ranking problem is defined as: given past sleep data
and activity data of user set U at time t = 1, 2, ...,T , the goal is
to generate a ranking list L for U so that those users with higher
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Phase 2: Feature Representation Learning. The second phase is to
learn feature representation of each user pair from the raw feature
vector xuv to capture the sleep and activity patterns betwen users.
Let xuv
i (abbreviated as xi thereafter) be the feature vector of users u
and v in the past i-th day (i = 1, 2, ...,T ). We aim to make the feature
representation capture the two user behaviors. The first is the dayby-day sequential change of pairwise behaviors from the first to the
latest observed days. The second is the interaction effect between
sleep efficiency and other features since sleep efficiency is directly
relevant to the ranking of insomnia potential. To realize such idea,
we pre-train a model that can generate the feature representation
of each user pair from xi .
The overview of the proposed pre-trained model for feature representation learning is shown in which the black and grey colored
parts of Fig. 5. The right-bottom part is to learn the sequential features while the left-bottom part is to learn the feature interactions.

sigmoid

=

Phase 1: Ranking Pair Construction. Given the features from sleep
and activity data in past T days, we construct data instances to
train a prediction model of ranking relation. A user pair is used
to construct a data instance. Let xu and xv be the feature vectors
of users u and v. A data instance, denoted by xuv , is made up of a
vector of their element-wise feature differences xu − xv and their
corresponding ranking relation buv , i.e., xuv = ⟨xu − xv , buv ⟩. We
use xuv of all pairs of users u, v ∈ U in past days for training.

=

4.2.1 The Proposed PLRG Model. The goal is to estimate the relative ranking relation between users based on their feature differences. The main idea is that users with lower/higher insomnia
potential tend to exhibit particular and different behaviors than
those with higher/lower insomnia potential. For example, users
with lower insomnia potential may exercise more (e.g., more walks,
distances, and stairs), sleep better in past few days (e.g., better
sleep_efficiency and more sleep_minutes), or sleep earlier and get
up earlier in past days (e.g., lower values of sleep_start_time and
sleep_end_time). Therefore, we aim to learn such kinds of sleep
and activity patterns that lead to relatively lower/higher insomnia
potential between users. The learned patterns, captured via feature
representation, are used to predict ranking relations between users,
and to generate the ranking list over all users.
Given a pair of users u and v, their relative ranking relation buv
is defined based on insomnia potential values ρu and ρv : buv = 1 if
ρu − ρv ≥ τ , and buv = 0 if ρu − ρv < τ , where buv = 1 indicates
u has higher insomnia potential than v, and τ is the threshold that
determines the relative ranking relation according to the difference
between insomnia potential values. Higher τ values refer to strict
ranking relations. Note that since the sleep efficiency values are
close, we need to set the threshold τ to be a small value (e.g., τ =
0.006 by default). We will present how τ affects the performance.

Learned Features
Dense Layer

insomnia potential at time t = T + 1 can be ranked at top positions
in L, i.e., L(k) ≻ L(k + 1), where L(k) is the top k-th ranked user in
list L, ρ L(k ) > ρ L(k +1) , k = 1, 2, ..., n − 1, and n = |U |.
We propose a novel ranking model, Pairwise Learning-based
Ranking Generation (PLRG), to solve the insomnia ranking problem.
The proposed PLRG model consists of four phases: (1) Ranking
Pair Construction, (2) Feature Representation Learning, (3) Ranking
Relation Prediction, and (4) Ranking List Generation. We elaborate
these phases in the following subsection.

...

1

Figure 5: Flowchart of Phase 2 and Phase 3 in the proposed
PLRG model. Phase 2 are colored by black and gray (bottomleft, bottom-right, and top-left), and Phase 3 are highlighted
by rich colors (top-right).

We combine the outputs of both parts, along with a dense layer and
the sigmoid activation function (top-left) to pre-train and learn the
prediction of relative ranking relations.
First, we learn the sequential features by each day’s feature vectors xi as the input. Since the sequential features will be combined
with the interaction features (bottom-left), we concatenate each xi
with a vector 1i with n f − 1 1s, where n f is the number of features.
The new vector is denoted as x̂i = [xi , 1i ], whose dimensionality
is 2n f − 1. Then we leverage Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) architecture [21] to learn sequential features by feeding x̂i as the
input. With LSTM modeling, we collect the output of each LSTM
hidden state: h1 = д(x1 , h0 , c0 , Θ) and hi = д(xi , hi−1 , ci−1 , Θ),
i = 2, 3, ...,T , where xi , hi , and ci are the input, output, and cell
vectors at time i, respectively, and Θ is the set of parameters of
LSTM neurons. Here we use sigmoid as the activation function. During the this process, the initial values of the hidden states h0 and
the memory cells c0 are set to zero. We use the hidden state’s output
vector hi to weight the input vector x̂i . The sequential features
denoted by zi can be generated via zi = hi x̂i .
The second part is to learn the interactions between sleep efficiency and other features as interaction features. Let x i, j be feature
j’s value at time i, where j = 1, 2, ..., n f and j = 1 (also written as j = S for clearness) is referred as sleep efficiency. The input feature vector xi is fed into a newly defined semi-dense layer,
whose output vector is denoted by gi . Vector gi is further concatenated with n f 1s and derive new vector gˆi , in order to combine with zi . The semi-dense layer accepts xi and generates gi via:
i x
i
i
дi, j = w S,
j i,S + w j, j x i, j , where j = 2, 3, ..., n f , w S, j is the contribution of sleep efficiency x i,S to feature x i, j at time i, and w ij, j
is the contribution of feature x i, j . In other words, this equation is
devised to learn the weights depicting interactions between sleep

efficiency and other features. Eventually we can obtain ĝi , whose
dimensionality is 2n f − 1.
We use element-wise product ⊗ to combine sequential feature
vector zi with interaction feature vector ĝi . The final learned vector
of feature representation f can be derived by summing up each feature over time i = 1, 2, ...,T . Such two actions can be described by:
Í
f = Ti=1 zi ⊗ ĝi . The feature vector f is fed into a dense layer, along
with a sigmoid activation function, and expects that the ranking
relation buv can be predicted. To derive the feature representation
f, we use training data to learn all model parameters {Θ, W, Φ},
i , w i ], and Φ is the set of parameters before and
where W = [w S,
j, j
j
after the dense layer. Binary cross entropy and Adam optimizer
with learning rate of 10−3 are used for pre-training.
Phase 3: Ranking Relation Prediction. With the derived feature vector
f, we predict the final relative ranking relation by combining two
the state-of-the-art deep classification models, Deep Forest [31] and
XGBoost [9]. The main reason we resort to Deep Forest, rather than
simply using Phase 2, is two-fold. First, we do not have a largescale dataset that is needed to train a good deep neural network.
Second, a neural network may have too many hyper-parameters to
tune. Deep forest with the cascade structure adaptively goes deep
through cross validation, and thus possesses the representation
learning ability and reduce the risk of overfitting. In addition, we
choose XGBoost as the kernel of deep forest since it has lower model
variance than other tree-based methods (see top-right of Fig. 5). We
choose three-fold cross validation, three XGBoost per layer, and use
default parameters in XGBoost. We do not use the predict binary
labels 0 or 1 as the predicted b̂uv . Instead we use the generated
probability b̂uv = p1 , where p1 is the probability of prediction as
“1”. That said, the predicted b̂uv indicates the probability that u is
ranked higher than v.
Phase 4: Ranking List Generation. The task aims at generating
the final ranking list of users using the predicted b̂uv of all user
pairs (u, v). The method has two steps. First, we construct a bidirected complete graph G = (U , E), in which each node u ∈ U
is a user, and each directed edge e = (u, v) ∈ E is associated with
a weight value ωuv = 1 − b̂uv . Lower weights ωuv mean higher
possibility that user u is ranked higher than user v. Second, we
consider the ranking list generation problem as finding a path P
with length |U | − 1 that is required to cover all nodes in G, i.e.,
∀u, v ∈ P : u , v. That said, we model the ranking list generation
as the Asymmetric Traveling Salesman Problem (ATSP) [18]. A costbased greedy heuristic algorithm [18] can be used to solve ATSP
and find the directed path as the final ranking list L̂.
4.2.2 Evaluation. We conduct experiments to evaluate the proposed PLRG. Six compared methods are considered. (1) RankNet
[6] and (2) LambdaMART [6]: the state-of-the-art learning-to-rank
methods, (3) LSTM-R: feeding each user u’s feature vector xu into
LSTM to predict the real values of insomnia potential that is further
used for user ranking, (4) LSTM-B: feeding user-pair feature feature
vectors xuv into LSTM to predict ranking relations used for our
Phase 4’s ranking (i.e., without using Deep Forest with XGBoost),
(5) DF-XGB: feeding raw user-pair feature vectors xuv into Deep
Forest (XGBoost as the kernel) to predict ranking relations used

Figure 6: Experimental results of ranking: (a) Precision by
varying K for different methods (with fixed τ = 0.006). (b)
Precision@K by varying threshold τ with K = 3 and K = 6.

for our Phase 4’s (i.e., only Phase 3 & 4 without learning sequential
features and interaction features). (6) The proposed PLRG.
In the evaluation settings, a data instance contains a feature
vector with past 8 consecutive days (T = 8) of a user, and the
next following day’s (i.e., 9-th day) sleep efficiency is used to obtain the insomnia potential ρ and the ground-truth ranking list
L. Time window was moved day-by-day to generate all data instances. The first 80% sleep and activity data instances were used
for training and the remaining 20% were used for testing. We report
the Average Precision@K (AP@K), as the evaluation metric, i.e.,
| L̂ K ∩L K |

AP@K =
/N , where K = 1, 2, ..., 10, L̂K and LK are the
K
sets of predicted and ground-truth top-K users, respectively, and
N is the number of testing data instances.
Experimental Results. We draw several insights from Fig. 6. First,
we can find that our PLRG leads to the highest precision scores,
especially when K ≤ 5. Such results demonstrate that PLRG is
able to more accurately detect users with higher insomnia than
competing methods. Second, the compared methods cannot generate accurate ranking when K is small, but their precision scores
get better when K > 5. Third, the next two models with higher
precision scores are LSTM-B and DF-XGB, which corresponds to
two main components (i.e., feature representation learning, and
Deep Forest with XGBoost) in PLRG. Comparing LSTM-B and DFXGB with PLRG implies the predictability can get boosted once
(a) the features can be better learned and (b) a proper prediction
model is adapted to avoid overfitting. Fourth, directly predicting
the real values of insomnia potential via LSTM (i.e., LSTM-R) is
worse. It may be because the differences between insomnia values
are very small. Values being accurately inferred (i.e., Section 4.1)
do not imply the insomnia risk ranking of users can be precisely
generated. Last, the state-of-the-art learning-to-rank models, LambdaMART and RankNet, also fail to predict the ranking. Compared
with LambdaMART, our PLRG leads to around 300% improvement
in AP@3 and around 233% improvement in AP@6. In Fig. 6(b), we
report the scores of AP@3 and AP@6 of our PLRG by varying the
threshold τ that determines the relative ranking relation buv . Note
that τ = 0.006 leads to the highest precision. Smaller τ makes the
ranking relation hard to distinguish users from each other, and
larger τ generates the imbalance of data instances between buv = 1
and buv = 0.
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CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION

Mental well-being is fundamental to human health. Heterogeneous
data sources that are widely becoming available can make a huge
impact in psychiatry. This study, base on real-world logs gathered
from insomnia sufferers over a 6-week period, demonstrates how
sleep and activity data collected from smart bands can be analyzed
to estimate sleep quality (that have long been measured via selfreported questionnaires). In this process, we notice that missing
data handling becomes a key challenge and propose to impute data
via an improved generative adversarial networks, called Imp-GAIN.
Then we present two specific models that give the rich context
of sleep and activity relationships. Our LSTM-Attention ensemble
model showed the best performance in predicting the next night’s
sleep efficiency and also was capable of interpreting the underlying
grounds for results. Our pairwise learning-based ranking generation model, called PLRG, could rank individuals who will be at high
risk of insomnia in the next sleep, based on representation learning
of sequential and interaction features. These models and prediction
outcomes have been reviewed by a psychiatrist for a practical use
and plan to be used at a hospital for a trial.
This work has several limitations that could be addressed in the
future. First, participants were recruited from the same university
and hence may induce sampling biases. Note that this homogeneity,
however, benefited our study from controlling various exogenous
variables such as weather, holidays, school events, and so on. Second, a larger-scale study will help us draw conclusions that are
applicable for the general public. Future studies may target generic
patients who visit hospitals regularly, to ensure the generality of
our prediction models. Third, the gathered daily logs were grouped
in the form of a chunk – 8 day period – in this research to always
include a weekend. This size was appropriate for the 6-week log.
We may in the future utilize even longer chunk sizes, if we were to
conduct a longitudinal study.
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